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new fiscal year. This keeps our crew intact and 
gives the EPB some extra help in accomplishing 
its pruning goals.

B. Working with the Pavement Management Section of 
Public Works 

Early each year we receive a listing from Pavement Management 
of the streets within Chattanooga that will be repaved that year. 
We inspect these streets to determine the location of either city 
trees or private trees that overhang the street. If these trees are 
judged to be a hindrance to the repaving operations, we sched-
ule that street for pruning. In this way we are able to accomplish 
these goals:

1. Provide clearance for milling and paving equipment

2. Accomplish routine pruning in new areas of the 
city each year

3. Reduce the number of angry residents who had 
branches ripped from their trees

4. Maintain a tree maintenance budget that allows 
us to be proactive 

C. Working with the Stormwater Division of Public Works 

1. As the City Forester, I have written the Stormwater 
Division’s Best Management Practices (BMP) doc-
ument for Pesticides, Herbicides, and Fertilizers. 
This was written to comply with EPA require-
ments. I’ve also written BMP documents for tree 
planting and horticulture operations as a refer-
ence for my Stormwater Division colleagues as 
they encounter various contractors.

2. Urban Forestry has planted trees in inner-city 
areas to provide polluted streams and creeks 
with shade to help lower water temperatures. 
This action will help re-establish aquatic life and 
reduce coliform bacteria counts.

3. Urban Forestry has assisted with tree removal on 
Stormwater Division projects in which the trees were 
either too large for them to remove or were near 
residences where they feared dropping a tree on a 
house. We have both the equipment and expertise 
to perform large and/or difficult removals.

4. The Stormwater Division has assisted us with the 
technical aspects of GIS systems and has helped 
with programming our handheld HP i-PAQ units. 

Gene Hyde, City Forester, Chattanooga, Tennessee 

I have found that the best way to build interdepartmental rela-
tions is to help people get what they want while promoting 

what I want at every opportunity. For example, when I worked 
in the Engineering Department, I offered to review and advise on 
any plan that had trees on it. I worked to show the benefits of 
root cutting versus tree removal in the first several years of devel-
opment of our sidewalk repair program (it only took four years 
to change the “R” word from “removal” to “root prune” each 
time an engineer looked at a tree.) I assisted the Parks Supervisor 
with management decisions relating to the urban forest when 

I was in the Community Development Department working on 
the sidewalk program. While in my current position in the Public 
Works Services Department, I jumped on board with Planning 
in the Community Development Department when they intro-
duced the “Nice Places” initiative (lo and behold, 85% of the 
“nice places” shown in examples had trees!) I agreed to locate 
street trees and review plans for Community Development with 
new development projects.

Most of these efforts were not in my immediate job description 
or work assignment expectations. However, I want to make a 
difference in how urban trees are addressed. In the end, I believe 
our character comes through and is recognized by our col-
leagues, which builds trust, teamwork, and cooperation. I have 
had relationships with people in organizations that didn’t agree 
with directions I was going or changed or overruled decisions I 
made. When that happens, I accept the situation, try to learn 
from it, and wait for the next opportunity.

Gordon Mann, Former Public Works Superintendent 
City of Redwood City, California 

In 2006, the voters of Seattle approved a transportation initiative 
to repair and replace numerous types of long-neglected infra-
structure. The passage of this initiative has funded $1.2 million 
dollars of sidewalk repairs, mostly adjacent to street trees.

We’ve had a very good relationship with the Street Maintenance 
Division over the past few years, so we met to discuss how best 
to complete these repairs with the least amount of impact to 
the street tree population. The result of the meeting was a com-
mitment by Street Maintenance to fund a position in the City 
Arborist’s office to oversee mediation of root/sidewalk conflicts. 

We’re developing a toolbox in cooperation with Street Maintenance 
in order to streamline the process of sidewalk repairs and tree 
protection. Currently, over 200 sites have been cataloged for 
potential repairs. We realize that this accelerated program will 
undoubtedly result in some tree removal, but the cooperation 
among divisions promises to keep removals to a minimum.

Another positive aspect of this project in relation to Urban Forestry 
is partnering with Street Maintenance to update tree inventory 
information at the same time that the sidewalk condition is being 
inventoried. We had budgeted funds to collect data on approxi-
mately 40,000 trees per year, and we estimate that we will be able 
to collect data on an additional 20,000 trees per year for the next 
two years by combining our data collection efforts.

Another groundbreaking partnership was initiated in 2002 
between Seattle Transportation and Seattle Public Utilities. Seattle’s 
pilot Street Edge Alternatives Project (SEA Streets) is designed to 
provide drainage that more closely mimics the natural landscape 
prior to development than traditional piped systems. 

To accomplish this, we reduced impervious surfaces to 11% less 
than a traditional street, provided surface detention in swales, 
and added over 100 deciduous and evergreen trees and 1100 
shrubs. Essentially, we’re using trees as a stormwater detention 
facility. The curvilinear roadway, one of the most prominent fea-
tures of the project, is 14 feet (4 m) wide—18 feet (5.5 m) wide 
at the intersections. The project team focused on reducing the 
paved surfaces where possible. The roadway is wide enough for 
two standard size cars to pass each other slowly.
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The project helps creeks by reducing stormwater at the source. 
As Seattle has developed, stormwater running off impervious 
surfaces has had a major impact on our creeks and wildlife. SEA 
Streets provides an example of the environmental benefits that 
can be realized with natural systems instead of traditional sys-
tems, especially in areas that are installing new infrastructure. 

Residents of this neighborhood enjoy walking along SEA Streets 
because it is a natural, soft-edged environment, in contrast 
to the hard edges of traditional linear streets. Also, more tree 
cover helps reduce summer heat, while absorbing air pollutants 
and rainfall. Two years of monitoring show that SEA Streets has 
reduced the total volume of stormwater leaving the street by 
98% for a two-year storm event. For more information, visit the 
SEA Streets Web site at www.seattle.gov and search for “Street 
Edge Alternatives.”

Nolan Rundquist, City Arborist, Seattle Dept. of Transportation

You can’t be everywhere. As a municipal arborist in a city the size 
of Fort Worth, there can be over a dozen tree issues needing 

your attention at any given time. That is why building a strong work-
ing relationship with city inspectors is a valuable tool in the conser-
vation of street trees during sidewalk and street construction. 

While it is true that you also need a healthy dialogue with city 
planners and engineers, the city inspector is the last chance in a 
long line of contacts to get it right. He or she is the final person 
to touch a project and can spot problems missed in the plan-
ning stages. Many engineers only visit a site a handful of times 
during the planning stage. They rely heavily on the accuracy of 
the survey for tree location as it relates to sidewalks, curbs, and 
driveways. While a small circle on a set of plans looks well out 
of the way of construction, in actuality a large aging post oak 
may be in jeopardy of having its roots cut on three sides. The 
city inspector who is often on the site daily during construction 
will be more likely to recognize a problem and will know when 
to call the city forester.

The city inspector has years of sidewalk and street construction 
experience. With the inspector’s knowledge of construction 
techniques and the city forester’s knowledge of arboriculture, 
between them they can make the last-minute changes required 
to minimize the impact on a unique specimen. Many city inspec-
tors have also developed long-standing relationships with the 
contractor. The inspector will often know the capabilities of the 
contractor and can explain the special circumstances needed to 
preserve a tree worthy of extra effort.

In order for the city forester to develop such a cooperative relation-
ship, the inspector needs an incentive to call him/her when they 
are needed. There are many advantages the arborist can offer to 
the forester/inspector partnership. He or she can assist by taking 
some of the heat off the inspector when a tree must be removed. 
Because the inspector is the most visible municipal employee 
during a street or sidewalk project, they are also the most likely 
target of anger and verbal abuse from the affected public. The city 
forester can deflect some ill will by offering a professional opinion 
to the citizen on what measures will be taken to minimize impact 
to their tree, or why the tree must be removed. 

Many times an inspector would like to save a tree but is unwill-
ing to assume the responsibility for the cost of a change order. 

The municipal arborist can assist by evaluating the likelihood 
that it can be saved. The inspector will often look to the arborist 
to make those tough decisions. It is always more comfortable to 
tell the project manager that the city forester said the sidewalk 
must be moved, or to tell a home owner the city forester said 
the tree must be removed. However, to be effective in that 
partnership, it is important to accept that not every tree can be 
retained. The forester must carefully weigh the value of the tree 
to the community, the likelihood the tree will survive construc-
tion, and the cost incurred to increase the chance of survival. If 
the forester can demonstrate to everyone involved that they are 
willing to balance benefit, cost, and safety, they will more likely 
be called upon again.

Though not every tree can be saved on a site, the inspector can 
offer some redress. The City of Fort Worth offers a five-gallon 
replacement tree to every citizen who loses a tree on the park-
way. The city inspector gives a tree voucher to each citizen who 
has lost a street tree during construction. The inspector signs 
and dates the voucher and notes the width of the planting strip 
and if there are overhead utilities present. The voucher includes 
guidelines for planting trees on the parkway developed through 
a partnership between Traffic Engineering and the Forestry 
Section. The voucher is good for one year and can be redeemed 
one day each month at the City’s tree farm. Citizen Foresters, 
trained certified volunteers, assist the homeowner in selecting 
a tree appropriate for their parkway and provide instruction on 
how to plant and maintain the tree. 

The city inspector is the municipal arborist’s eye in the field, 
identifying problems as they arise. They are the spirit of the 
arborist and encourage new street tree plantings by passing out 
tree vouchers. They are also the wisdom of the arborist and help 
minimize future infrastructure damage by measuring the width 
of the planting strip and determining if it is acceptable for tree 
planting. Citizen Foresters are the knowledge of the arborist by 
helping citizens select an appropriate tree species to be planted 
in the parkway. The citizens are the hands of the arborist by 
planting, watering, and caring for the new tree. With great 
partnerships, maybe you can be everywhere.   
Melinda Adams, City Forester, Fort Worth, Texas

When development occurs, municipal arborists can help address 
municipal concerns about stormwater management, traffic calm-
ing, canopy retention, streetscape design, and much more. 
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Zenith Chipper Knives are precision crafted to ensure that your 
chipper knives cut with endurance, resulting in the least amount of service
and maintenance. Zenith blades are manufactured in our ISO certified
facilities from the finest steel available, triple tempered to optimal edge
performance and center toughness, then matched to strict OEM 
specifications. Every blade is then individually inspected and packaged.

Municipal arborists need professional cutting tools.
This is why we stock the best pruning saws available
today.  Perfect for the arborist to perform tree cut-
ting and tree pruning with ease. For clean, smooth
and fast cutting jobs, tree care professionals choose the
Zenith Cutter Samurai Saws. 

Zenith carries the best climbing rope lines designed especially for
arborists and tree climbers. Manufactured for outstanding durability
and strength, this rope can't be beat. Zenith arborist rope proves to be
a very cost effective choice since it provides long and dependable
life with awesome strength, excellent visibility, and a high level of
abrasion resistance.

Zenith is a leading seller of stump-cutter teeth. The reason is 
simple - Zenith offers stump-cutter teeth that are tough, reliable and
built for endurance. Zenith's cutter teeth will immediately impact your
stump-cutter performance, while minimizing downtime, and cutter
tool replacement. 

“THE BLADE OF CHOICE BY MUNICIPAL ARBORISTS”

Visit Zenith Cutter’s new Website with secure online ordering and request a 2007 Product Catalog. 
Use Promo Code WEB1106 and save 10% when ordering online.

1 - 8 0 0 - 2 2 3 - 5 2 0 2
w w w. z e n i t h c u t t e r. c o m

5200 Zenith Parkway
Loves Park, IL 61111

USA

Brush Chipper Knives

Pruning Saws

Arborist Rope

Stump-Cutter Teeth

See us at
TCI ExpoHartford, CTNovember 8-10, 2007Visit us in Booth 500
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Satellite Imaging & Mapping Division 
Native Communities Development Corporation

Visit  www.MillionDollarTrees.com Call  719.579.9276 

No, but trees can save your city millions.  Let us show you how much money your
urban forest can save and receive a FREE demonstration of this new technology.

Includes Material ©2006 DigitalGlobe, Inc. 

EXPERT URBAN TREE CANOPY MAPPING - Denver, CO 

Does Money Grow On Trees? 
1235 Lake Plaza Drive, Suite 221, Colorado Springs, CO  80920        www.ncdcimaging.com 

Satellite Imaging & Mapping Division 
Native Communities Development Corporation

Visit  www.MillionDollarTrees.com Call  719.579.9276 

No, but trees can save your city millions.  Let us show you how much money your
urban forest can save and receive a FREE demonstration of this new technology.

Includes Material ©2006 DigitalGlobe, Inc. 

EXPERT URBAN TREE CANOPY MAPPING - Denver, CO 

Does Money Grow On Trees? 
1235 Lake Plaza Drive, Suite 221, Colorado Springs, CO  80920        www.ncdcimaging.com 
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Designed by:

SO-5437A

We’re Growing FAST
because the trees

we water do too!

Cut watering labor
by 2/3rds!

Dramatically
increase survival
rates and vigor,
even in drought!

Plant trees in 
places (and at times)

thought
possible!
you never

( )800 951-8123
Call today to find out more!

Available in 15, 25, 35 and 45 gallon
capacities, with costs ranging from
$7 to $18.
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SMA Membership Application

Application for Membership in the SMA
Please completely fill out and mail this INVOICE with payment to: 

Jerri LaHaie, SMA Executive Director
P.O. Box 641
Watkinsville, GA 30677

Tax I.D. No: 31-1020171. Please make your check payable to:

The Society of Municipal Arborists

Be sure to check which type of membership you are applying for. 
Descriptions of memberships are listed below. 

Types of Memberships (check one)

❐  Corporate ($125)  ❐  Professional ($75)

❐  Senior ($25)  ❐  Student ($25)

List employees under the corporate membership at $25 each below.

 ______________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________

Descriptions of Memberships

Professional – Persons actively engaged in municipal arboriculture or in related fields 
such as: city forester, city arborist, shade tree commissioner, tree warden, or any per-
sons officially in charge of city street or park tree planting and management, or their 
assistants. Also, county, state, or federal employees who are charged with responsibil-
ity of assisting municipalities with arboriculture needs. Non-commercial people in 
fields related to arboriculture, such as: landscape architects, scientists, and managers 
of arboretums can apply. Annual dues are $75.00.

Senior – This subcategory of Professional membership includes retired municipal 
arborists. Annual dues are $25.00.

Student – This subcategory of Professional membership includes full-time students of 
a college or horticultural school, enrolled in arboriculture. Annual dues: $25.00.

Corporate – Membership for commercial companies representing products and ser-
vices of the arboriculture field. Corporate members are entitled to one voting member, 
and employees of the company are entitled to discount non-voting memberships at 
$25 a year. Annual dues are $125.00.

Subscription to City Trees – Subscriptions are for libraries and universities only.  A 
subscription is included free with any Society membership. An annual subscription to 
City Trees is $60.00.

Your Name:  __________________________________________________________

City or Company:  ______________________________________________________

Office Address:  ________________________________________ Zip + 4 __________

Home Address if preferred:  ______________________________ Zip + 4 __________

Phone: (          ) ______________________FAX: (          ) _______________________

E-mail: ______________________________ City Population:  __________________

Job title, or if student, your major: _________________________________________

Please make your check payable to: “The Society of Municipal Arborists”

I, the undersigned, wish to apply for membership in the Society of Municipal Arborists. I 
agree to observe all the rules of the Society and to participate as I am able in furthering its 
objectives.

Applicant’s Signature

________________________________________________________ Date __________

MYCORRHIZAL
TREE PLANTING TOOLS

1550 66th Ave. Dr. E., Sarasota, FL 34243

http://www.horticulturalalliance.com

800-628-6373

Now get
a PhD

(In how to use them correctly)

ESPECIALLY FORMULATED FOR PLANTING NURSERY GROWN TREES

•

•

•

Dramatically reduces resets and boosts
tree programs

Used by Federal, State & Local Agencies

“THE” low cost way to plant trees.

With a
“POINT N CLICK”

program
(We wrote especially for YOU)

Since
1994

horticulturalalliance.com/Install_Specifier.exe

DOWNLOAD AT
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Welcome New Members!

WANT TO WRITE FOR CITY TREES? 
Send Editor Michelle Buckstrup an 

e-mail to request the Writer’s Guidelines: 
CityTrees@hughes.net  

Name Organization City State
Allan Eddy Nova Scotia Power Inc. Halifax NS
Bonnie Fermanuik City of Edmonton Edmonton AB
Brandon K. Au City/County Honolulu, Parks & Rec. Honolulu HI
Brian Rosen  Coconut Creek FL
Brian M. Liberti City of Syracuse Syracuse NY
Brook Burmaster LA Tree Co. Gretna LA
Chris G. Forman City of Aspen Aspen CO
Clifford R. Mize Jackson EMC Royston GA
David L. Morin Broward City EPD Plantation FL
David W. Evans City of St. Johns HR Grace NF
David I. Sakoda County of Maui, Parks & Rec. Hort. Wailuku HI
Eric D. Anderson Broward County EPD Coconut Creek FL
Fraser R. Green Greens Tree And Plant Healthcare Cheshire GB AA
Gary Beaumont  Allentown PA
Gary B. Turner City of Charlotte Charlotte NC
Gary G. Raffel  Bloomfield NY
Greg P. Wright  Palm Harbor FL
Ili Si W. Malone City of Albany  Albany GA
Jalil Hashemi Town of Oakville Oakville ON
James Osborne City of Torrance - Streets Torrance CA
Jasen W. Johns Trees Atlanta Atlanta GA
Jeffrey Sanders City of Torrance - Streets Torrance CA
Joy F. Anderson MSU-ES Hernando MS
John P. Thomas District of Columbia Urban Forestry Washington DC
John W. Bland  Albany GA
John Robert L. Price The Tree Wise Men Inc. Rockville Centre NY
Joseph V. Agrifolio Grandview Landscaping Ocala FL
Judy Emerson City of Torrance Street Trees Torrance CA
Justin R. Drinkwater City of Livermore Livermore CA
Kenneth C. Yeager  Toledo OH
Laura M. Bauernfeind City of LA - Dept of Rec. & Parks Castaic CA
Mark C. Williams Broward County EPD Plantation FL
Michael Lousias Davey Resource Group Dearborn MI
Michael Mills  Battlefield MO
Mike A. Mather  Richmond VA
Nancy Buley J. Frank Schmidt & Son Co. Boring OR
Peter Burke Broward County EPD Plantation FL
Robert F. Young Nova Scotia Power Inc. Halifax NS
Scott G. Jones Plantpro Comprehensive San Diego CA
Thomas C. Davis Nature’s Own Landscape Cincinnati OH
Terry Crouthamel  Allentown PA
Thomas B. Randrup KKVL, Skov & Landskab Frederiksberg DEN
Thomas L. Keown City of Walla Walla Walla Walla WA
Timothy L. Hopkinson City of St. George St. George UT
Torrey Young The Care of Trees Oakland CA
Vikram Krishnamurthy University of Delaware Wilmington DE
Walter L. Hawkins Carson Valley Tree Care Carson City NV
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Partners Updates
Issues in ARBORICULTURE–Red, White, and Blue Infrastructure
by Phillip Rodbell, U.S. Forest Service

People have a love/hate relationship with urban infrastruc-
ture, regardless whether we’re talking electric, gas and 

water service, sidewalks, roads, or trees, parks, and greenways. 
Residents love how infrastructure improves their quality of life, 
but generally hate the clutter and dependency it creates. 

We arborists are always surprised when individuals lump in 
trees as part of the clutter or complain about the threats posed 
by trees, greenways, and parks adjacent to their property. Many 
residents seem to consider open space as an attractive nuisance 
to their property, seemingly unaware of the tremendous value 
these features add to their property and to the local economy.

Trees and greenspaces are the part of urban infrastructure 
that provides “environmental services” to residents. The envi-
ronmental services I’m talking about include air and water 
quality, storm water control, energy conservation, wildlife and 
biodiversity, public health benefits, tourism, and jobs. This is a 
relatively new way of looking at the work we do, but it helps to 
position our service industry as one of the pillars of infrastruc-
ture that sustains people and whole communities. Kind of like 
motherhood and apple pie and waving the American flag, green 
infrastructure is part of our cultural heritage. 

Public trees and open space are the components of green infra-
structure we are responsible for maintaining on a daily basis, 
but it helps to look at the whole system to understand our role 
in service delivery. The planning departments in our communi-
ties have the data and maps that can put our work into context. 
They should be able to tell you the percent of the total land-
scape that is your responsibility and the potential you have for 
truly influencing a green future. 

The first thing you will notice from these maps and aerial 
images, perhaps different than all other forms of infrastructure, 
is that our residual green infrastructure in built-up areas is frac-
tured and disconnected. Our principal challenge, understood by 
Frederick Law Olmsted, is to link up the remaining parcels of 
green space and tie them ecologically to the greater regional web. 
Street tree corridors may be the only way to do this as a means 
of restoring green corridors in urban communities.

Increasingly, the municipal arborist is the go-to person for 
everything green in a community. Our opinions are sought 
before, during, and after private development, and we often 
find ourselves in conference with engineers, architects, property 
owners, and landscape designers. Principally, in this role we are 
educators and consultants helping to save, protect, or plant trees 
that will add value to the final design and yield a more sustain-
able, low-maintenance landscape.

Bringing a green-infrastructure approach to these planning 
and preconstruction conferences, we can help to secure a more 

connected and integrated landscape by helping participants to 
look beyond the single property. Often the best way to save an 
individual tree is to save all the lesser trees around it. The best 
way to maintain a wetland is to protect a forested buffer and 
its connection to wild and wet corridors. The best way to slow 
sedimentation and nutrient runoff from storm water flows is to 
retain viable patches of residual forestland within and adjacent 
to the development.

To accomplish this vision of green infrastructure, we need once 
again to successfully sell trees to a disconnected populace. We 
have to understand what makes people love and hate trees. 
We need to help people see and realize the value trees bring 
economically, socially, and ecologically. As I suggest in the title 
of this piece, perhaps we can tap into the love of place and the 
symbols of connectedness to unify a block or neighborhood 
through urban forestry. Regardless, I think arboriculture as part 
of the service industry must do better at linking arms with other 
infrastructure providers to find a way to make our cities more 
livable and sustainable.   

Further Reading:
Resilience in social-ecological systems—www.resalliance.org

Urban Open Space Foundation—www.uosf.org

Green Space Health Check—www.urge-project.ufz.de/CD/city_
profile.htm

Green and sustainable design—www.greendesignetc.net

Green Area Ratio—www.people.umass.edu/jfa/greenurbanism/
sfitzgerald/Innovations_GAF.htm

Phillip Rodbell is a certified arborist and manager of the U.S. 
Forest Service Urban and Community Forestry Program in the 
21-state Northeastern Area. 

Through the lens of green infrastructure, municipal arboriculture 
can create linkages from inner city to wild places and from block 
to block. Photo: Phillip Rodbell
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Changing Times and New Opportunities
by Ken Finch, Utility Arborist Association

Admittedly, utility pruning can impact the natural shape and 
aesthetic appeal of a tree. The dilemma for the utility arbor-

ist is finding the balance between proper clearance for public 
safety and system reliability and the aesthetic desires of various 
individuals including commuters, neighbors, adjacent property 
owners, and public officials. The problem is often compounded 
by planting decisions that were made ten to twenty years earlier 
and the emotional attachment that individuals or community 
groups have to what may have been poor planting choices.

Over the years we have all experienced, or at least heard of, 
conflict between municipal arborists and their utility counter-
parts. Ironically, we both serve the same citizens, and it is those 
residents and customers who lose when we are at odds with 
each other. 

Rather than fanning dissent, the leadership of the SMA and UAA 
have jointly decided to chart a course designed to improve com-
munication, promote understanding, and emphasize our common 
ground. This joint course embraces a philosophy of working 
together, establishing common ground and showcasing success 
stories. It is rooted in a belief that we all lose when our differences 
become political events or media headlines. We win when we 
identify common goals and opportunities to work together.

I have been fortunate to participate in one such success story in 
New England. In 2005, National Grid introduced a reliability 
improvement project to communities it serves 
in Massachusetts. The program targets hazard 
trees along its main three-phase distribution 
lines where chronic tree-caused outages affect 
large numbers of customers. These outages are 
typically caused by trees falling onto the lines 
from outside their normal pruning zone, some-
times up to 75 to 100 feet (23 to 30 m) away. 
Certified arborists walk the affected routes and 
identify dead, dying, or diseased trees, or trees 
with cracks, splits, severe co-dominate branch-
ing, cavities or decay, or weak structure. They 
permission all pruning or removal activity with 
the adjacent property owner and work closely 
with the town tree warden and community to 
ensure public buy-in.

National Grid’s qualified line clearance con-
tractors provide tens of thousands of dollars of 
free pruning and removals including clean-up 
and log removal. The community removes any 
stumps on public property it feels are neces-
sary, while the adjacent owner is responsible 
for stumps on private property. The utility, the 
community, and the adjacent owner all gain 

from the selective removal of significant hazard trees from the 
landscape. 

The utility also entered a partnership with the Massachusetts 
Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) to fund 
a municipal tree replacement program for communities that 
choose to participate in the program. Through their Urban and 
Community Forestry Grants Program, DCR assists local tree 
wardens and planting committees by providing professional 
guidance and expertise to ensure the replacement plantings fol-
low sound management practices, including all facets of right 
tree/right place. 

I believe we have numerous success stories to share, and that 
there are countless opportunities to work together to expand 
our common ground. One such opportunity was recently dis-
cussed by the UAA Training and Education Committee. The 
committee would like to look at local, regional, and national 
right tree/right place information. Some of the literature may 
be outdated. There is also concern that compatible species lists 
may not reflect regional needs or availability. We think this is 
a basic, yet critical area of cooperation for our joint member-
ship and would like to ask interested SMA members to join us. 
Perhaps together we can develop and endorse workable plant-
ing guidelines and effective species lists at the regional level. For 
more information, contact ISA Director of Certification Derek 
Vannice at dvannice@isa-arbor.com.   

The UAA Training and Education Committee plans to study local, regional, and 
national right tree/right place information and welcomes the participation of SMA 
members. Photo of Koelreuteria paniculata by Doug Still
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Ulmus ‘Allee’ Photo: Michelle Buckstrup

At SMA’s 2006 conference in Asheville, 
North Carolina, the Executive Board voted to overhaul our sys-
tem for accrediting municipal forestry programs. The new sys-
tem embraces twin concepts of partnering and local relevance. 
It urges communities toward the highest level of excellence that 
their resources permit, reinforced by external measures such as 
ANSI Z133.1 and ANSI A300 standards for safety and work 
methods, respectively. Program changes are designed to stream-
line the accreditation process, for applicants as well as for the 
reviewing committee: 

• SMA’s Web site contains downloadable applica-
tion forms and instructions, a list of currently 
accredited cities, and status announcements 
about the program. 

• To promote program stability, applications (one 
paper copy plus four digital copies) must be 
sent to SMA’s Executive Director, for distribu-
tion to members of the review committee. 

• The entire review process, from submission to 
notification, takes place in 60 days, assuming no 
complications. 

• The $300 application fee is an affordable 
amount, designed to meet the costs of the 
accreditation program. 

• Accreditation still lasts for a five-year term, 
assuming that the community maintains its 
Tree City USA credential. 

• Each year the accreditation committee chair-
person is tasked to report to SMA’s officers and 
Board on the current program status and to 
make recommendations for improvements in 
the program and the review process. Changes 
in standards and procedures require Board 
approval.

The Accreditation Committee’s first job was to develop rules 
for its own activities, defining a standard set of criteria by which 
all applications are evaluated, while spreading the reviewing 
workload evenly among committee members. All committee 
members have access to all applications, but primary review-
ing responsibility is rotated among all members. Reviews are 
done using a standardized checklist, and all members may be 
called on to review and vote on any application that the primary 
reviewer is reluctant to accept. 

In developing the new program, the most difficult question was 
deciding what constitutes an acceptable “Local Forest Master 
Plan.” To qualify, a plan must present specific operational goals, 

designate responsible agencies, and identify the personnel, equip-
ment, budget, and other resources tasked to meet these goals. 

To comply with Standards #6 and #7 (incorporation of ANSI 
Standards Z133 and A300), an applicant must submit copies 
of those parts of the municipality’s tree ordinance, forest master 
plan, departmental procedures, and/or tree-care contracts con-
firming adoption and application of these standards.

One goal of the previous system was that the standards would 
be continually updated, to ensure that communities’ programs 
were evaluated under standards as current as possible. The 
downside of this goal was that the standards could be seen as 
a “moving target.” The new rules contain several provisions to 
minimize this problem: 

S.M.A. Accreditation Program: 2007 Vintage
by Chuck Weber, Accreditation Committee Chair, City Forester (ret.), Huntsville, Alabama
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Previous accreditation program, emphasizing a street 
tree master plan embodying technical standards (for 
more details, see article in September-October 2004 
issue of City Trees, p. 35)

1. Evaluation & summary of street tree inventory—tree 
species, size, location, condition, needed maintenance, 
maintenance documentation, and planting opportunities 

2. Evaluation of municipal environment—soil, climate, 
existing trees, land use, esthetic character, vegetative 
history, etc. 

3. Systematic pruning program—all trees pruned within 
a maximum ten-year cycle  

4. Analysis of workload vs. available resources (staff, 
equipment, budget, training, support services, etc.) 

5. Analysis of tree-planting program, comparing quality 
& quantity of plantings to removals  

6. List of trees recommended for the municipality 

7. Tree-related regulations (municipal, state, etc.) 

8. Other information (TCUSA and other recognition, volun-
teer programs, program goals, publicity, etc.) 

Comparison of Old and New Accreditation Standards

Components of an  
Acceptable Forest Master Plan 

1. Designation of trees for which the municipality is 
responsible

2. Continuing care of municipally-owned trees 

3. Identification and removal of municipally-owned trees 
that are past their useful or safe lifespan

4. Planting of new and replacement trees as appropriate

5. A summary of progress toward educating the general 
public, municipal employees, commercial and utility 
tree workers, and others, as appropriate, concerning 
the benefits and care of trees

6. A summary of actions taken in enforcement of tree-
protection ordinances, zoning and construction regula-
tions, etc., to the extent that these are elements of the 
municipality’s tree program

7. Inventory or other systems for identification and man-
agement of tree resources, problems, and opportunities

8. Identification of the program’s current objectives and 
goals for the future

New accreditation standards, combining technical 
standards with partnership-building

1. At least one ISA-certified Municipal Specialist on staff 
 

2. A Local Forest Master Plan approved by the appropri-
ate local body 

3. Current NADF Tree City USA or equivalent outside U.S. 
(maintained annually)

4. At least one NADF Growth Award (or equivalent out-
side USA) in the past five years 

5. Preference for TCIA-accredited tree care companies for 
contracted arborist services

6. Adoption and application of ANSI Z133.1 safety stan-
dards (or equivalent outside USA)

7. Adoption and application of ANSI A300 tree-care perfor-
mance standards (or equivalent outside USA)

8. Adoption of and adherence to the SMA Code of Ethics 
and objectives

• When an application is disapproved and 
returned for later resubmission, the application 
fee remains effective for 12 months. Thereafter, 
a full application fee, at the prevailing rate, must 
be submitted with the renewed application. 

• A community that has met Standards 3-8 (see 
Box #2) may declare its intention of applying 
for accreditation within the next 12 months. 
Acceptance of this declaration guarantees that 
the standards existing at that time will be applied 
to the municipality’s full application, if received 
by the Executive Director within 12 months.

• The standards and procedures for re-accredita-
tion are the same as those for new accreditation, 
as of the time the application is submitted.

The new accreditation committee includes Skip Kincaid of St. 
Louis, Missouri, Gregory Purnell of Ocean City, Maryland, and 
Kerstin von der Heide of Downer’s Grove, Illinois. The accredi-
tation chairman is Chuck Weber of Huntsville, Alabama. Cities 
that have already expressed interest in accreditation under the 
new program include Boise, Idaho; Downer’s Grove, Glencoe, 
and Mt. Prospect, Illinois; Columbia and St. Peters, Missouri; 
Ithaca, New York; Chattanooga, Tennessee; Rowlett, Texas; 
and Leesburg, Virginia.   
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Whenever someone installs sidewalk grates 
and/or trunk guards around street trees, someone 

else will have to maintain them over the years. Most cities I 
am familiar with give no thought to maintaining this heavy 
metal and must really scramble to perform these services, 
if they think about it, when the time comes. Some do not 
perform the maintenance, and sidewalks become unsafe 
while valuable trees are ruined in just a few years. In many 
cases, an offset of 1/2 inch creates a tripping hazard suf-
ficient to make sidewalk repair necessary.

As the photos help illustrate, quite a bit can go wrong 
with this scrap iron to mandate repair or replacement:

• Hit and run drivers or delivery trucks that are 
driven over curbs can smash grates and guards. 
If the grate halves are installed with their abut-
ting edges running parallel to the curb, usually 
only one-half is damaged. If they are installed 
with the abutting edges perpendicular to the 
curb, often both halves are smashed, thus dou-
bling the cost of replacement.

• Vandals steal grates for sale as scrap.

• Litter, leaves, blowing soil, deicing salts, or a 
combination of these builds up under grates 
and slowly raises them high enough to become 
tripping hazards. Root growth and trunk basal 
swell also raise grates. Periodically grates must 

be removed, all debris cleaned out, then grates 
reset to original grade.

• As tree trunks grow in diameter, apertures in 
the grates do not. Unless apertures are cut 
larger to allow for this growth, eventually trees 
will either be girdled and killed, or will incorpo-
rate parts of the grates into themselves. Stump 
grinders love this! After trees have grown into 
grates, it is almost impossible to make repairs 
without doing major damage to the trees. 
Fast-growing trees need to have their grate 
apertures enlarged more frequently than do 
slow-growing trees, thus making a single main-
tenance cycle difficult.

• Grates come in many different sizes and shapes 
that also have various sized openings for air 
and water to reach roots. Some grates have 
openings for lights and reflectors. Some have 
attachments for trunk guards. Other grates are 
quite ornamental. Some grates are custom- 
cast for a specific job, with the name of the city 
or tree incorporated. When grates (especially 
custom-made pieces) need to be replaced, it 
may take a year or more to procure parts unless 
several extras were ordered and stored from 

BEWARE OF HEAVY METAL... 
 AROUND STREET TREES 

Story and photos by Steve Sandfort, RF, CA,  
Urban Forestry Consultant, Cincinnati, Ohio

Installing grates can easily double the per-tree price of the job.

Trunk guards make weeding and pruning of sucker sprouts and 
low limbs very difficult. 
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the beginning. I know of one city that had 
“Red Oak” cast into the grates around red oak 
trees (there were several species of trees used 
on this big job). When a couple of trees died 
and had to be replaced with other species, the 
public thought the city was crazy: “Doesn’t the 
city know that’s a maple?” 

• Trunk guards (originally put around trees to 
keep horses from eating bark) get broken and 
bent by vehicles and vandals. Even in perfect 
condition, guards can damage trees when wind 
blows trees into the guards, tearing up bark. 
Vandals use the top of guards as fulcrums over 
which to break tree trunks in half. Guards and 
some grates need to be periodically painted.

• Installing grates and guards often requires bolt-
ing the pieces together. When trees are small 
there is plenty of room to use wrenches, etc. 
After trees have grown and bolts and nuts 
have rusted, a cutting torch that can easily 
injure trees is often needed to make repairs or 
remove guards.

• The extra cost necessary to form special side-
walk structures to hold grates level, and to 
purchase, ship, store, and install the grates 
(and guards too) can easily more than double 
the per-tree cost of the job.

• To allow room for grates, trees must be planted 
up to six inches (15 cm) lower than if no grates 
were used. This often results in trees grow-
ing more slowly and being less healthy than 
trees planted high without grates. Additional 
maintenance is needed to keep grated trees 
relatively healthy.

The best way to guard against these grating problems is 
to convince architects (who virtually never get involved 
with maintaining what they design) to simply scrap the 
heavy metal. Do not install grates and guards around 
street trees. Plant trees high with flowers around them. 
Flowers get fertilized and watered, which also helps 
trees. Trees are incredibly beautiful by themselves. Grates 
and guards do not make trees more beautiful, and cit-
ies can invest the money saved on grates to plant more 
trees or to provide better care to street trees.

In addition, some city attorneys have stated that grates 
around trees are just a decorative part of the sidewalk 
system because they are not necessary for trees to thrive. 
And, when sidewalks are sufficiently wide for the normal 
pedestrian load, grates around trees are not necessary to 
meet the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities 
Act (ADA).

If you are not successful in simply planting trees with-
out all the scrap iron, there are a number of things that 
should be done by your city to better prepare to accom-
plish the necessary maintenance:

• One city agency must be designated as respon-
sible for grate and guard maintenance. This 
should be the same agency that maintains 
sidewalks since grates are a part of the side-
walk system. The sidewalk people should work 
closely with the forestry people. When Forestry 
inspects trees on a regular cycle, they can 
notify Sidewalks of grates that need to have 
their apertures enlarged. Anytime a broken or 
raised grate is observed, the report should go 
to Sidewalks in the same manner as reports 
about any other defective sidewalks.

• The sidewalk agency must work from day one 
as an integral part of the design team for each 
city development project to help standard-

Root growth and basal swell have caused both the grate and its 
pre-cast support to become a tripping hazard. The tree is starting 
to grow over the grate on the street side.

Flowers in lieu of grates encourage residents to water and fertilize, 
which also helps trees.


